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Abstract: The community Question Answering (cQA) problem requires the task that given a
question it aims at selecting the most related question-answer tuples (a question and its answers)
from the stored question-answer tuples data set. The core mission of this task is to measure the
similarity (or relationship) between an input question and questions from the given question-answer
data set. Under our observation, there are either various information sources as well as different
measurement models which can provide complementary knowledge for indicating the relationship
between questions and question-answer tuples. In this paper we address the problem of modeling and
combining multiple knowledge sources for determining and ranking the most related question-answer
tuples given an input question for cQA problem. Our proposed model will generate different features
based on different representations of the data as well as on different methods and then integrate this
information into the BERT model for similarity measurement in cQA problem. We evaluate our
proposed model on the SemEval 2016 data set and achieve the state-of-the-art result.

Keywords: Community question answering, Multi knowledge sources, Deep learning, The BERT
model.

1. Introduction

As you know there are now many cQA
forums that have become very popular and an
extremely valuable source of information for
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users, such as StackOverflow1 and Quora2. In
a cQA forum whenever a user submit a new
question, the cQA must have a mechanism to
return the most related questions in relation to the
new question.

For measuring the similarity between a new
question and the existed questions the most

1https://stackoverflow.com/
2https://www.quora.com/
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important task is how to represent questions.
Early studies used simple information such as
words and phrases to information requiring
further analysis of the language such as syntax
and semantics [1–3]. However, although using
grammatical and semantic information can be
effective, it takes a lot of computation time
and requires a extension tools (syntactic parser,
lexicons, knowledge bases, etc.) that are not
always available, especially for new application
domains or for new languages. Actually,
adapting knowledge based systems to a new
domain requires not only additional efforts to
tune feature extraction pipelines but also adding
new resources that may not even exist.

Natural language processing (NLP) studies
often face the problem of lack of knowledge
resources, specially for labeled data. To address
this challenge NLP models have recently been
improved by deep learning and representation
learning models that takes advantage of using
unlabeled data. These studies use pre-train data
sets of word representation by vectors which
are learnt from unlabeled texts by the models
such as Word2vec, Glove, Fasttext. Some
Question Answering studies have used these
word representations in deep learning models
such as in [4, 5]. More advanced models of
language representation such as BERT [6] have
also been used. BERT extends the capabilities
of previous methods by creating contextual
representations based on previous words and next
words to lead a linguistic model with richer
semantics.

Although BERT has achieved incredible
results in many natural language understanding
tasks, its potential has not yet been fully
explored. There is very little research to use
BERT to improve the performance of cQA
systems. In this study of cQA problem,
we focus on building a model using BERT
as the core component. We will investigate
the effectiveness of integrating BERT with

other models such as the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN), especially using additional
knowledge sources from other approaches. This
work is motivated by the sense that deep
learning models require a lot of training data
while knowledge based approaches use pre-
defined features so it avoids sparse data problem.
Furthermore, combining data representations
according to different methods will complement
the mutual knowledge between these approaches.

In the rest of the paper, we will present
related studies, present the proposed model and
experimental on various configurations (with
different methods and data representations) on the
SemEval 2016 data set to find the best model.

2. Related work

Evaluating the similarity between questions
is an issue that has been widely studied in
the problem of community question answering.
Previous approaches for this task built on
neural network based models using pre-trained
word embeddings such as word2vec, Glove or
FastText. In [4], the authors propose a model
of deep fusion LSTMs (DF-LSTMs) to model
the strong interaction of text pairs in a recursive
matching way. The DF-LSTMs model consists
of two LSTMs that are interdependent to model
two chains of mutual influence. Another study
presented in [5] proposed an architecture that
uses one LSTM network to measure the semantic
similarity between a pairs of sentences.

Recently, a great progress in language
modeling has been achieved. Represent the two-
dimensional encoder from the BERT model [6]
using the mask language model. Language
modeling is often refined in tasks such as
text classification or question answering tasks.
In [7], the authors have applied BERT to the
Arabic language to handle some NLP tasks
such as Sentiment Analysis (SA), Named Entity
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Recognition (NER), and Question Answering
(QA). Recent studies [8, 9] have shown that
fine-tuning pre-trained transformer networks
may outperform previous approaches to a
variety of natural language processing tasks,
including question answering. In [10], the
authors investigated the use of the pre-trained
BERT language model to solve Question
Generation tasks from answers and context.
They introduced three neural architectures built
on BERT for Question Generation tasks. The
first is to use a simple BERT model, which
shows the shortcomings of using BERT directly
for document generation. They then proposed
two other models by restructuring BERT into
a sequential way to get information from
previously decoded results. These models were
evaluated on the recent SQuAD QA dataset. Test
results show that their best model significantly
improves compared to previous models on
the same dataset. In [11], the authors focus
on improving the BERT model, reducing the
number of model parameters to reduce memory
consumption and increase the training speed of
BERT. In [12], the authors have proposed three
transformer-based question answering systems
using the BERT, ALBERT and T5 models.
Experimental study on the the Kaggle COVID-
19 Open Research Dataset and CORD-19 dataset
2. The BERT-based QA system achieved the
highest F1 score (26.32%), while the ALBERT-
based QA system achieved the highest Exact
Match (13.04%). In [13], the authors develop
TransTQA, a community question answering
system that provides automatic responses by
retrieving appropriate responses based on the
same questions answered true in the past.
TransTQA is built on top of the ALBERT
network, allowing it to respond quickly and
accurately. Study [14] improves the performance
of question answering systems based on
BERT and RoBERTa by pruning the structure
of parameters from the transformer model.

Specifically, (1) they investigated structured
pruning to reduce the number of parameters
in each transformer class, (2) applicability to
both BERT and RoBERTa-based models, (3)
applicability for both SQuAD 2.0 and natural
question, and (4) combine structured pruning
with distillation. In [15], the authors proposed to
improve the performance of Arabic community
question answering system. They have integrated
different types of similar features, in addition to
exploring the effects of using preprocesscing.
Furthermore, they developed a new deep neural
network integration model that had better
performance than before. This synthetic model
benefits from semantic and lexical similarities.
In addition, synthetic modeling has made use of
recent advances in linguistic models using the
BERT model.

3. The proposed model

3.1. BERT model

BERT is a transformer-based model that
allows the contextual representation of a word
based on its relation to its surrounding words [6].
BERT implements the self-attention mechanism
in encoding words with the context of words,
using multi-layered architecture with modeling
the problem for word prediction using bi-
dimensional contextual information. Many
studies such as in [6, 16] have shown that NLP
problems using BERT give much better results
than other approaches.

BERT is also used effectively in classification
problems. The common model is that it uses
BERT for representing input text, and then
connecting the encoding vector (obtained by
BERT) with some fully connected neural layers
for the task of classification. This work is called
the BERT tuning task.
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Fig. 1. The proposed model

3.2. BERT integrated with additional features

In this paper we will model the similarity
measurement between the input question and
an existed question in the databases as a two-
class classification problem, determine whether
two questions are similar or not, and use the
output’s probability to measure the similarity
degree between the two questions.

The proposed model is shown in Figure
1. The goal of this model is to integrate
features from other approaches into the BERT-
based classification model in order to enrich the
BERT based representation of the input, helping
to overcome the problem of sparse data of all
deep learning models.

We divide the additional features into
two kinds, the first one is word embeddings
from one other word2vec model (not BERT),
and the second one is from other methods
such as using question classification, question
categories, and word phrases (n-grams). Figure
1 shows two additional feature kinds which are
integrated with the vector encoded from BERT
through the module ‘Concat’. Moreover for
embeddings feature, we have used CNN layers
(Convolutional Neural Networks) to generate
synthesized features before concatenation. Note
that Figure 1 presents a full model, but in the
experiments we perform many different models,
with or without using the additional features, with
or without using the CNN layers.

The next section will describe in detail how

these features are generated.

4. Feature Determination

We inherit the task of feature determination
from our previous study [17]. We divided
extracted features into the two kinds: the
first one belongs to the Word2Vec form (or
word embeddings) using a word representation
learning method, the second one contains
features used in conventional machine learning
approaches.

4.1. Word Embedding

A word embedding is essentially a vector
of real numbers representing a word. Word
embeddings are learned from unlabeled data (a
set of natural language sentences) and express the
semantic relationship between words.

For this kind of additional features, we use
the continuous Skip-gram method to generate
vector representations of the words in question.
This representation of words is different from
word representation of the BERT in the aspect
that BERT encodes each word by different vector
depending on its different context, while the
Skip-gram method generates the same vector
for one word without consider the difference
of its contexts. Word embeddings are created
using a different method so that will add more
information to our BERT based model as show in
Fig. 1 .

4.2. Extend Features

The second type of features we will use in
our model extracted from conventional methods
and called by the general name ‘Extend Features’.
They include n-grams, question types, and
question categories which are determined as
follows.

Conventional Features
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We use some common features extracted
from the surface forms of sentences, calculated
based on the overlap between the input question
and the related questions and answers. We use
the ratio of the number of words and sentences
between them. Beside that we also use features
that are bag of overlap words, overlap nouns and
overlap name entities. These features form a
vector of features that we call F1.

Question Type
From our observations, each question in

the database of any cQA system usually uses
question words to determine to determine
different asking type. It is easy to understand
that question type provides useful information to
identify similarity between questions.

To identify question type features for each
question, we will the set of question words
which includes “who”, “when”, “how”, “why”,
“which”, “where”, and “what”. We then
represent each question type of a question as
an one-hot vector of that question words. For
example, the question with question word ”who”
will be represented as the one-hot vector: [0, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0]. Note that the vocabulary for question
types is V = {“what”, “who”, “when”, “why”,
“where”, “which”, “how”}. This form a feature
vector that we call F2

Question Category
We use the term ‘question category’ to

represent the set of questions which belong to
the same category which represents for question
topic. Note that we are given the dataset Q
includes question - answer pairs extracted from
cQA sites, in which each question is assigned to
a question category label. In order to use this
information to measure the similarity between
the input question and a related question in the
database we implement the following steps:

Step 1: we will build a question classifier
for determining the question category/label for
each input question. This classifier is built using
SVM classification. The training data for this

classifier get from the Q dataset, each question
in Q has been assigned a category label (question
category).

Step 2: for each input question we firstly
obtain its question category (we call this the
category A) from the first step. We then get
the representation of the set A by averaging all
vectors (using the word embeddings module) of
all words in all questions labeled A in the Q
dataset. In the same way we also compute the
representation of the set B of the related question.

Step 3: finally, we calculate the similarity
between the input question and the related
question by the Eq. 1. This forms the feature
F3

cosin sim(u, v) =

∑m
i=1 ui ∗ vi√∑m

i=1 (ui)2 ∗

√∑m
i=1 (vi)2

(1)

where u and v are two m-dimensional vectors
represent the related question category and the
input question category, respectively. ui is the ith

element of u vector.
Finally, concatenate the three feature vectors

extracted as above, we obtained the new feature
vector r = {F1, F2, F3} which is denoted by
‘Extend Feature’ in the Fig. 1 which is added to
our BERT based model.

5. Experiments

5.1. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

In this section we build experiments on
datasets. The first dataset is SemEval-2016 task
3, subtask B3. This is a dataset of questions
and answers extracted from cQA Qatar Living
(http://www.qatarliving.com/forum). The dataset
includes 337 input questions and 3369 related
questions. The dataset is pre-split into 267 input

3http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task3/index.php?id=data-
and-tools
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Table 1. The statistics of SemEval 2016 dataset

Data set Train data Test data Total

Input questions 267 70 337
Related question-answer pairs 2669 - 26690 700 - 7000 3369 - 33690

Table 2. The statistics of Quora dataset

Data set Question pairs Average of words Average of characters

Train data 363665 11.17 60.11
Test data 40417 11.03 60.05

questions and 2669 related questions for training,
as well as 70 input questions and 700 related
questions for the test. Each data point is a pair
of questions (input question and related question)
and a similarity label, which is either ‘Relevant’
or ‘Irrelevant’. We need to predict a binary
label were 1 covers ‘Relevant’, and 0 covers
‘Irrelevant’, then ranking the related questions
according to their similarity with input question.
Some statistics of this dataset are shown in Table
1.

The second dataset we use to evaluate the
proposed approach is the Quora4 dataset. This
dataset includes questions, answers extracted
from cQA https://www.quora.com/. The dataset
includes 404082 question pairs (input questions
and related questions). The dataset is pre-split
into 363665 question pairs for training, as well as
40417 question pairs for the test. Each data point
is a pair of questions (new question and related
question) and a similarity label, which is either 1
or 0. Table 2 provides statistics for Quora dataset.

5.2. Experiments and Results

We design various experimental models
including BERT model without using additional
attributes, BERT model using extra attributes (not
including word2vec) which we call ‘feature’, and
model BERT using add word2vec (combine the

4https://data.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-Release-
Question-Pairs

Table 3. Our experiment results using SemEval 2016
dataset

Models Acc P R F1

word2vec + CNN [17] 73.71 53.65 62.19 57.60
word2vec + CNN + feature [17] 82.57 71.24 75.11 73.13

BERT 82.14 79.35 62.66 70.02
BERT + feature 81.14 67.35 84.12 74.81

BERT + word2vec+CNN 65.71 46.53 20.17 28.14
BERT + word2vec+CNN + feature 79.57 66.54 77.68 71.68

Table 4. Our experiment results using Quora dataset

Models Acc P R F1

word2vec+CNN [17] 77.85 60.54 71.54 65.58
word2vec+CNN + feature [17] 86.81 70.89 89.05 78.91

BERT 89.06 84.83 83.55 84.19
BERT + feature 89.00 81.75 88.11 84.81

BERT + word2vec+CNN 82.98 73.32 80.41 76.70
BERT + word2vec+CNN + feature 88.80 87.27 79.46 83.18

CNN tier) along with the ‘feature’. We also
compared with related models in our previous
study [17] without using BERT.

The results from Table 3 and Table 4
show that using more features and word2vec
have increased the F1-scores and the accuracy.
In which the best model is to use BERT
with the ‘feature’. When comparing with the
previous study [17] that did not use BERT, the
performance increased, especially on the Quorra
dataset.

Note that we test on two datasets, Table 3
shows the results of the small dataset and Table
4 shows the results of the large dataset. The
experimental results show that using extended
features has significantly increased the models’
accuracy on the small dataset while only slightly
improving the accuracy on the large dataset.
This confirms the claim that when the training
data is insufficient then the additional knowledge
is really important for the improvement of the
model.

It is also interesting that adding CNN module
to these models not only increases but also
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reduces the accuracy of these models. In
particular, adding CNN module gives very low
results (F1 is 28.14%) in the results in Table 3. It
is because the training data in Table 3 is so small
that the more complex the model, the more it will
cause overfitting. In Table 4 we can see the CNN
module doesn’t reduce much the quality of the
model as in Table 3 , this is because the data in
Table 4 has grown.

From these experiments we can draw the
conclusion that the additional knowledge from
other approaches will contribute to the increase of
information for deep learning models, especially
in the case of insufficient data. Another result is
that too complex models will cause overfitting,
especially when the training data is too small.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a new
proposed model for the CQA problem. Our
model is based on the BERT model and integrates
a variety of features from other approaches. In
our experiment, we performed many different
configurations to compare and the obtained
results showed that the integrated BERT model
with a diverse set of attributes gave the best
results. This result also demonstrates that the
deep learning model will be improved (solving
the sparse data problem) if more information-rich
attributes from other approaches are integrated.
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